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ABSTRACT

This paper will present a method and program to precisely calculate the coordinates in a
positioner coordinate system from given sample position coordinates with a minimum
number of neutron surface scans for three possible circumstances in stress and texture
measurement using neutron diffraction, given as follows:

• the coordinates of two points in both systems are known;
• the coordinates of three points in the positioner coordinate system and the angle

between two sample surfaces are known;
• the coordinates of four points in the positioner coordinate system are known.

This is achieved by computing a conversion matrix relating the known coordinates in both
systems for these three circumstances. Using the conversion matrix, any location in the
sample coordinate system can be easily converted into the positioner coordinate system.
Although the presentation is based on the two-dimensional case the principle is applicable to
three-dimensional study.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two coordinate systems which are commonly used in neutron residual stress mapping are the
positioner coordinate system (PCS) and the sample coordinate system (SCS). The former
specifies the settings of the XYZ sample positioner, the later the measurement positions
within the sample. The locations of interest within the sample are readily specified either
from engineering drawings or from practical experience in the SCS. It is more difficult to
specify the corresponding positioner coordinates, particularly when the sample coordinate
system's axes are not parallel to the direction of the XYZ positioner's axes of movement
because of sample mounting constraints and/or complex sample shape. The objective of this
report is to describe a method and program to precisely calculate the coordinates in the PCS
from given sample position coordinates. This is achieved by computing a conversion matrix
relating the known coordinates in the PCS and SCS. The position coordinates in the PCS are
obtained by the surface-scanning technique (1-3) or via careful optical measurement with the
sample mounted on the goniometer. The coordinates of the same points in the SCS are



determined by direct measurement with a caliber or from the engineering drawings. Using
the conversion matrix any location in the SCS can be easily converted into the PCS.

For clarity we will present the two-dimensional cases since one can usually align at least
one of the three sample axes parallel to one of the positioner axes or the measurements are to
be constrained in one plane. Case studies will be discussed for three circumstances for the
calculation of the conversion matrixes: (1) the coordinates of two points in both systems are
known; (2) the coordinates of three points in the PCS and the angle between the two sample
surfaces are known; (3) the coordinates of four points in the PCS are known.

2. DEFINITION OF THE COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND NOTATIONS

There is actually an intermediate coordinate system between the PCS and SCS, called
laboratory coordinate system that is used for defining the movement direction of the
positioner axes and the position of the sampling volume. However, for the purpose of
locating the measurement positions in the sample, only the relation of the coordinates
between the PCS and the SCS need to be established. Thus the following discussion will be
focused on finding the relation between the SCS and PCS.
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Fig. 1 The sense of the coordinates in the PCS is reversed. Note that the coordinate system
O-X-Y and the sampling volume are fixed. The O-X-Y system is not the PCS. The values of
the coordinates of points A and B in the PCS are the readings of the positioner's coordinates
of A and B with respect to the sampling volume.

Both the PCS and the SCS are left-handed Cartesian systems with the same units
(millimeters). Usually the direction or sense of the positioner coordinates is reversed from
that in the sample because the sample is moved relative to a fixed gauge volume position
defined by the incident and diffracted beam slits. For example, if the sampling volume and
the coordinate system O-X-Y are FIXED, and the sample is moved in the positive x direction
from where the center of the sampling volume is at point A, to at point B as shown in Fig. 1,
then the sample coordinate in the PCS, x\,t is equal to xa + I (A and B are two fixed points in
the sample, / is the length of the sample). Obviously, the value of the coordinate of point A,
xa is smaller than that of point B
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the shift of the origin of the sample coordinate system along the x-axis
with respect to the positioner coordinate system
the shift of the origin of the sample coordinate system along the y-axis
with respect to the positioner coordinate system
the rotation angle of the sample coordinate system with respect to the
positioner coordinate system

the positioner coordinates

the sample coordinates

the conversion matrix for rotation of a left-hand system

the matrix for translation of origin

the matrix of the coordinates in the SCS

the matrix of the coordinates in the PCS

3. CASE STUDIES

Case 1: The coordinates of two points in both systems are known

Assuming that the coordinates of two points, A and B, in both coordinate systems are
determined (Fig. 2) as (xa, ya), (xa ,ya), (xb, yb) and (xb, yb), then the conversion matrix can
be calculated using the equation:

RS (1)

where L, R, S and T are the matrixes defined in last section. The coordinates of the two
points in the SCS usually can be precisely determined by direct measurement with a caliber
or from the engineering drawing. It is often difficult to obtain the coordinates of the two
points with the same precision in the positioner coordinate systems because the surface scan
technique is accurate only for scans perpendicular to a planar surface.

The problem can be solved by putting a marker cube* at the locations of A and B. One can
find the positioner coordinates of the cube center at the locations by surface scanning in two
orthogonal directions perpendicular to the cube faces and then precisely calculate the
coordinates of the locations of point A and B in both the PCS and the SCS. With the
coordinates of the two points in both systems, the conversion matrix then is calculated using
Eq. (1) with:

Marker cube: a cube attached to the specimen with good neutron diffraction properties, whose dimensions and
coordinate in the SCS are precisely known.
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Fig. 2. The coordinates of two points in both systems are known. The shadow area is an
image of the section of a sample.

Case 2: The positioner coordinates of three points and the angle between two sample
surfaces are known.

This case is suitable for a sample with two planar surfaces at a known intersecting angle, as
shown in Fig. 3. It is assumed that the positioner coordinates of three points, A (xa, ya), B
(x^ yb), and C (xc, yc) are accurately determined with the surface scanning technique, and the
value of the angle, P, between two sample surfaces is measured or obtained from engineering
drawings. The line AB should coincide with one of the SCS axes and the origin of the SCS
must be located at the intersection of the two surfaces on the sample. The equations for the
conversion matrix calculation are:

(6)

g-xc =k(h-yc) (V)

(8)



a = arctglya-yb
Xa Xb

(9)

Solving Eq. (6-9), one can obtain:

k = tg\ arctgi ?*—^ 1+ 90 - p
V
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(10)

(i i)

h =
a - xb) (12)

Note that the value of a given in Eq. (8) corresponds to the minimum value and one has to
determine which quadrant the angle is in. This case was applied to the experiments for the
residual stress measurements of the VAMAS bent weld plate (4).
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Fig.3. For case 2 the coordinates of three points in the PCS and the angle between two
surfaces on the sample are known. The shadow area is an image of the section of a sample.

Case 3: The coordinates of four points in the PCS are known.

This is the case where there are two planar surfaces on the sample, and the angle, [3,
between the two surfaces, cannot be determined. Four surface scanning measurements have
to be carried out to obtain the coordinates of four points in the PCS: A (xa, ya), B (xb, yb), C
(Xc, yc) and D (xd, yd). The four points should be located in the way that there are two points
on each surface of the sample, as shown in Fig. 4. The line AB should coincide with one of
the SCS axes and the origin of the SCS is located at the intersection of the two surfaces. The
equations for the conversion matrix calculation are:
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From Eq. (9-11) one can calculate:

g =

h =

-yd)]
a - yb)

(16)

a -xb)- yMc -xd)(ya-yb)-(xa -xc)(ya - yb){yc - yd)

Again the value of a given in Eq. (15) corresponds to the minimum value and one has to
determine which quadrant the angle is in.

Having obtained the conversion matrixes, R and T, the positioner coordinates are calculated
from the sample positions using Eq. (1).
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Fig. 4. Four surface scanning measurements are needed for determining the position of the
sample if the angle p is unknown. The shadow area is an image of the section of a sample.



4. 2D_CONVERSION: AN EXCEL SPREADSHEET PROGRAM FOR
CONVERSION OF THE COORDINATES BETWEEN THE SCS AND THE PCS

The program, "2D_CONVERSION ", was written in Microsoft® Excel 97. Each sheet
corresponds to one case. The file name for the program is "2D Conversion" along with three
data sets in the file called "2DC samples", one corresponding to each test case. For case 1,
the data sheet is "two points". For case 2 the data sheet is "three points" and for case 3 the
data sheet is "four points". The program is available upon request.
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